Micro Fractional Collagen
Stimulation System TM
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Minimizes pore size
Reduces ﬁne lines and wrinkles
Lifts, tightens, rejuvenates skin
Improves appearance of stretch marks
Improves the appearance of scars
Improves the appearance of acne scarring.
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The Future Of Youthful Skin
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Stunning Results!

"Rejuvapen is an amazing technology!
My experience after 6 Rejuvapen
treatments has been nothing short of
life changing. Not only has Rejuvapen
improved my skin, it has improved my
confidence, my relationships, and the
way I compose myself in public.”

Shawndra S.
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Body Areas

About Rejuvapen
The Rejuvapen Automatic Therapy System
utilizes 9 precisely spaced micro needles
in a small cartridge tocreate invisible, vertical,
micro perforations into the epidermis and the
top layer of the dermis. As a result, the skin
shifts it’s natural repair mechanism into high
gear and starts producing collagen and elastin
to repair these micro-perforations. The
self-repairing property of the skin is a 100%
natural form of skin renewal fromvthe inside
out.The advantage of the Rejuvapen™
compared to other treatments is that it not
only activates cell regeneration, it also
enhances the absorption of active ingredients
of RP Complex™ into the skin during the
treatment before the skin closes. Your skin
becomes ﬁrmer and regains its elasticity,
ﬁne lines and wrinkles are visibly reduced,
pores become ﬁner, circulation is stimulated
and the overall condition of the skin improves.

Testimonials

“Rejuvapen has been a quick and painless
treatment that has provided fantastic
results. I am amazed by the progress I
have seen thus far and would highly
recommend it to others suffering from
acne scarring.”

Dalton G.
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Acne Scars

“Fantastic result after just two
treatments. This treatment is a 5 star
winner and highly recommended as
my skin has never looked this great.”

Edie D.
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Post-Treatment Experience
Most patients look as though they have a
moderate to severe sunburn and your skin
may feel warm and tighter than usual. This
is normal and will subside after 1 to 2 hours.
Most patients usually recover within 24 hours
or less. Your practitioner will prescribe a
Rejuvapen approved post-procedure skincare
product or recovery kit.

